ISLAMIC EXEGESIS ON THE JINN:
THEIR ORIGIN, KINDS AND SUBSTANCE
AND THEIR RELATION TO OTHER BEINGS
Egdunas Racius

Wa-al-janna khataqnãhu min qablu min nãri al-samûni (lStTI)
Wa-khalaqa al-jãnna min mãriiin min nar (55t15)

Though all thrce Abrahamic faiths (Judaism, ChristianitY, and Islam) share basic
simila¡ities in their cosmology, Islam stands out \r'ith fespect to tlæ number of
distinct classes of creatures. Judaeo-Ch¡istian cosmology consists of the following
hierarchical elements: God (the Creator) - angels - human beings - animals - planc

-

non-living nature. In Islamic cosmology, at least one mo¡e class,l that of

the irnn,z

is added. Jinn are situated between angels and human beings.
Belief in the jinn is firmly established, first of all, in the Quran itself, where the
word or its relaæd forms (by meaning) a¡e mentioned some 40 times (Hentschel

1997:21). Secondly, all major hadith collections contain stories on the jinn, their
nah¡r€, theif structure, encounters with human beings (the prophet Muhammad himself, among them). Therefore, for sincere Muslims there is no ground for doubting
the existence of the class of these creatures. Popular beliefs have further süengthened the position of the jinn in Islamic cosmology. However, Quranic passages
alone do not provide much detail on the jinn. And what there is, is usually puzding
and contradictory. Certain hadiths clarify the picture but still leave much ambivalence.

This ambivalence seems not to have been resolved by Muslim commentrators
on the Quran either: most of them merely list possible views, backing them by
hadiths or cross-references, and thei¡ efforts are usually somewhat circular and
As will be shown, some Muslim commentators tend to believç that devils åre a separate

t

class also.

Throughout this paper the lorm jinn will refer to the plural, whereas for the singular the form

jinai will

be used.
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tautological. Neve¡theless, it is most engaging to follow what the mufassirs have to
report on the jinn. It is also inhiguing to explore, what made dealings with the jinn
in the Quranic commentaries as uncertain as they are.
In this paper two verses (15:27, 55:15), directly dealing with the creation of the
jinn, and verse 18:50, identifying Iblis as one of the jinn, will be explored through
the commentaries of a number of mufassirs, rangrng from the early period of tafsir
evolution (al-fabari, d.923) to the late classical age (Ibn Kathir, d. 1373) to mdem
period (Muþammad giddîq lfasan, d. 1890; Jamãl al-Din al-eãsimi, d. 1914), and
contemporary liv ing mufassdrs (ltrahba al-Zuhayli).
In English translations, these verses a¡e rendered as follows:
l5:,27:

And the djinn had We bcfore creared of subtle fire (The Koran, p. I l3).
And the Jinn race, We had created before, from lhe frre of a scorching wind
(The Holy Qur'an, p. 625).

55:

l5:

And He crcated the djinn of pure fire (The Koran, p. 74).
And He created Jinns from fire free of smoke (the Holy eur.an, p. 1398).

t850:
When we said to the angels, 'Prostrale yourselves before Adam', they all prostrated
themselves save Eblis, who was of the Djinn, and revolted from his Lord's behest
(The Koran, p. 185).

Behold! we said to the angels, 'Bow down to Adam': they bowed down except lblis.
He was one of the Jinns, and he broke the Command of his Lord.
(The Holy Qur'an, p.722.)

Though there are no significant differences between these two translations, the
substance from which the jinn are created, is rendered differently. This difference is
not accidental in the translations, for the mufassirs themselves have interpeted the

words min nãrí al-samúmi (15:27) and min nõrijin min nãr (55:15) in various
ways. However, before arguing about the substance of which the jinn are composed
their identity has first to be established. Thus we now tum to the mufassirs,
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ETYMOLOGY AND MEANING OF THE IryORD JINN
The words jann and jinn a¡e related in most of the ta/sirs to the verb ianna, 'to
cover, hide, conceal, veil'. Muhammad $iddîq Hasan reports that the 'name' jãnn,
used in both 15:27 and 55:15, refers to the characteristic of being hidden from ttre
eyes. A jãnn hides itself from the eyes of humans, hence its name. Fakhr al-Din
al-Rãzi confirms llasan's definition but adds new ¿¡rguments: the case of the jãnn is
the same as with a foetus, janîn,wfitch also hides in its mother's \ryomb. On the
other hand, al-Rãzï provides another meaning for janna'to possess'. It is used in

janna al-rajul,'a man is possessed', meaning iannahu al'iãnnu fahuwa mainún,
'jãnn possessed him and he is majnún, the possessed (man)', Muhammad'Ah
al-Durra provides yet another saying: janna al-laylu ídhã sutira bìVulmatihi kullu
shayrun,meaning 'The night descended when everything is concealed by its darkness"
There seems to be no disagreement or extended discussion among the mufas'
sirs regarding the etymology of jinn (and jãnn, for that matter): the name of this
class of creatures directly relates to and is derived from their characæristic of being
unseen by ordinary human beings.

TYPES OF JINN
Jãnn
The word which is used in verses 15:27 and55:15 is actually jãnn, not jinn, as it is
provided in the translations ciæd above, This at once calls for clarification of the
relation between jãnn and jinn. Jamãl al-Din al-Qãsimi pfesents two versions: jãnn
refers either to jinn or abû al-jinn, the forefather of ttre jinn. al-Durra subscribes to
the opinion that jãnn is abu al-jinn, though he also relates ¡hat Qatãda, a çãhib' held
jãnn to be Iblis, the chief Satan. On no authority (qíla) he provides the distinction:
jãnn is abú al-jinn, and Ibtis is abú al-shayã!în, the forefather of devils.3 lVahbab
al-Zuhayli partially repeats al-Qãsimi and al-Durr¿ in his statement that jãnn is øåú
al-jinnor rhe basis (a¡I) of the jinn, but he also maintains that he is possibly Iblis.
On the other hand, al-Zuhaylî allows ttrat jãnn is a type (ldns). al-Taba¡i is convinced that jãnn is lblis and bases his position on Qatãda. $asan also relates that
he admits that
Qatãda and some others held jtuin to be lblîs abú al-shayã!ín, though

most agrce upon jõnn ab,ú al-iinn, Hasan also reports on the authority
3

of Ibn

is a problem with the word shay!ãn, plutal shay!ûn, shaya(ín, The singular form of
this word seemg to be best translated into English as 'Satan', while the pluralis best b"nslated as 'devils', for Satan is the leader and lord of the devils. Thc n¿fassirs, however, do
not address this problem in their comments on either 15:27 or 55:15'

There
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'Abbãs that the jãnn is a hansformd jinn (masîkh al-jinn'¡. As al-R-azi sums up, the
majority of themufassirsholdthatthejännisindeed abúal-jinn,however,there arc

minority who maintain that the j-ann is Iblis, basing this stance on the authority of
Ibn'Abbãs (Qatãda is often substituted for Ibn 'Abbãs). al-Rãzi seems not to subscribe to the opinion that the jãnn is lblîs: he places himself between the jãnn as abû
al-jinn and the jãnn as being himself a jinn. However, no mufassirs raise the quesa

tion of jãnn being a type-name or a personal name of angels, though, at least theoretically, such apossibiliry exists.
This very variety of opinions reveals the difficulty of determining who the jãnn
is and what is his relation to eifher the jinn or lblîs. Despiæ the multiplicity of
suggested views, the mufassirs do not enter into any deeper considerations. Only
al-fabaf indirectly incorporates into the discussion the verse 18:50, where lblîs is
referred to as one of the jinn (kãna min al-jinn), while Sayyid 'AMullãh Fusayn

(1978) in his book al-.Iinn al-',4lam al-Thãnî bases his entire argument on this
verse. For him, jãnn is Iblis (and Iblis is one of the jinn) without any doubt.

From the mufassirs' interpretations there can hardly be determined a fixed
identity of the jãnn. However, it can be concluded that l) jãnn is a personal name
and not a type Qins), 2) the jãnn is the forefather of ttre race of the jinn, 3) this making him one of the jinn. Since elsewhere in the Quran (18:50) Iblïs is referred to as
from among the jinn,4) the possibility that jãnn = Iblis cannot be ruled out, though
there is no indication that the unruly jinnî Iblis is ttre jãnn himself. The open ques-

tion is: could Iblis be one of the descendants of the jtun? L:ne (1882: 44), in his
notes on the Arabían Nigåfs, suggests that Iblîs was one of the jinn of the younger
generation, not the jãnn himself.

Iblis
if God ordered the angels to
prostr¿te themselves before Adam, why is it a serious matter that Iblis, a jinnî, did
The origin of lblis, however, is not absolutely clear:

not obey? Could it not be tt¡at he himself was an angel, as some of the mufassirs
reported that such an opinion was held by some? In fact, I-ane (1882: 45) cites
Hasan al-Bagrî as having interpreted verse 18:50 as follows: 'the most noble and
honourable among the Angels a¡e called the Jinn, because they are veikd f¡om the
eyes of the other Angels on account of their superiority'. If this version is too far
away from mainstneam Islamic radition (though in Judaeo-Ch¡istian tradition Satan
is a fallen angel), it is at least quite logical in solving the double meaning in verse
18:50. Otherwise, as Lane (1882: 45) suggests, 'it might be infened that the command given to the Angels was also (and afortiori) to be obeyed by the Jinn'.
The mufassirs, commenting on 18:50, maintain that lblïs was one of the jinn,
though they provide two opposing opinions and a third, 'reconciliatory' one. al-
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Durra reports that Ibn 'Abbãs held Iblis to be a kind of angel, while Hasan held
him to be one of the jinn and their basis (ø¡I), and not one of the angels. The third
opinion is reported by al-Durra on the authority of al-Quraysh: since angels are
veiled from human sight, they all are jinn. However' not all jinn are angels' The
jinn have
basic difference between angels and jinn is, al-Durra concludes, in that the

-

has
progeny and angels do not. Therefore, Iblis could not have been an angel he
progeny (devils). Hasan, however, in a couple of instances in his tølsír reports tlrc
was
version of Iblís as being one of a kind of angel called ihn, for their creation

given
from nãri al-samúm(Ibn'Abbãs' version). He repeats al-Quraysh's version
also
by al-Durra: angels are all jinn, whereas not all jinn are angels. Hasan, though,
jinni,
al-fabañ
angel'
an
not
a
favours the position which holds tbtis to have been
jinni nature
too subscribes to this position. al-Zuhayli has no doubts about lblîs'
on the other
and does not become involved in consideration of this matter. al-Rãzí,
original or
hand, provides the whole variety of opinions, none of them, however,

jinnî.
new. He confirms the position that Iblis was not an angel, but a
As seen from the commentaries, the mufassirs underscore, ot in fact discard,
equation
the possibility of Iblis having been one of the angels. They vote for the
pasIblïs a jinnI, basically repeating, if in a slightly altered wording, the Quranic
=

sage (18:50) itself. Yet, they do not solve the problem

of why God's command to

cf€atufe, a
the angels to prosüate themselves before Adam affecæd a non-angelic
jinn
jinn
are angels
not
ail
but
jinnl, named IblÏs. The viewpoint that all angels afe
was clearly
does not serve to provide a solution to the problem, for the command
jinn.
the result
all,
in
A[
the angels, thus excluding (?) any non-angelic
given to

seems to be that

l) IblÎs was a jinni,

and 2) it is not certain why he became involved

in the matter when the command was given only to the angels'

Shayâ{ún (devils)
jinn) is the whole issue of
Related to the problem of the jãnn = Iblis (and Iblîs =
al-Duna
where to place the devils (shayã¡ún' sh¿ya,¿:tn)'the servants of lblis' satan'
in ttreir
jinn,
share
they
for
maintains that devils should be considered a sort of
repeats his
concealment from human sight. $asan fully agrees with al-Durra and

the story,
description of them word for word. al-fabarí provides tlrc ísnãd for
Who are the
where lvahhãb ibn Munbah is related to have answered the question,
of jinn is
(ainas):
type
true
a
jinn? in the following way: that they consist of types
types are
the wind (r¡l¡) and they do not eat or drink, nor do they die or beget. Other
and
al-Duna
of
that
si'lã, ghül,and the like. al-Taba¡i's version partially substitutes
jinn, not the devils' However,
flasan: here the etemal and self-sufficient a¡e the tnre
jinn and the
the mulassirs point to two major differences between the 'regular'
l) while among the former there a¡e Muslims, christians, Jews, polytheists'
devils:
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and heretics, the devils are exclusively atheists; 2) thejinn, though generally living
longer than humans, eventually die, while devils do not die unless Iblis dies (this

will happen only with the fi¡st blow of the trumpet at the end of the world). can
one, then, assume that the two are in fact one? Or that they are merely two extremes
of the same class of creatures?
The issue of devils is extensively analyzed by Sayyid 'Abdullãh flusayn, who
insists that devils and jinn are of the same stock. only those among them who have
any religion (dîn) arc called jinn, and those who are atlrcists are shayd!û4 devils.

Actually, it is quite srange that the mufassirs do not pause over this issue for longer, for the devils are probably even morc actively involved with human affairs than

jinn are. Their nature should interest commentatoß. If tlre nature of Satan, Iblis,
is limited to two known choices, those of jinn and angel (the first prefened by the
mufassirs), the case of the devils implies a distinct nature of its own. Following
from al-Durra's (and flasan's) interpretations, the only common feature of jinn and
the

devils is their hidden appearance, and nothing morc. Jinn, on the other hand, seem
to have an overwhelming number of features in common with humans, yet they are
regarded as a distinct race. Still, the mufassirs do not reflect this ambivalence and do
not attempt to clarify it.

Most of the commentators identify the devils with Iblis' progeny. Exegetes
provide the hadith where lblls is given a wife and they have progeny of both sexes,
who hatch from eggs (al-Duna on the authority of al-Sha'bi). Thus it could be
assumed that devils are jinn by virtue of being progeny of a (former?) jinnî, Iblistumed-Satan. Devils are all jinn, though not all jirur are devils, However, devils are
very different from the jinn who are not progeny of lblïs.
Jinn are believed to consist of a number of kinds (gusayn 1978: 15-16;
Hentschel 1997:27-38).The mufassdrs, however, do not usually mention them. The
only exception is 'Ifrït - he is also mentioned n 27:39 with the clear identification

jinn (min al-jinn). Virtually, only al-Tabari mentions some kinds
of jinn, but even he is not specific. I-ane, in hrm, reviews five major kinds of the
jinn: 'Jann, Sheytans (or Devils), 'Efreets, Marids' (Lane 1882: 41) and half a
dozen (7) kinds of jinn-like or related creatures (Lane 1882: 5l-54). Hypothetically
it can be assumed tlmt belief in divisions of jinn was on the popular level, and the
mufassirs, having no formal theological motive, did not engage in descriptions of
possible kinds of jinn. However, these divisions must have been known to the
mufassirs studied in this paper, for al-Tabari was the earliest rimong them and yet
as being one of the

was alrcady aware of them.
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THB SUBSTANCE OF THE JINN
The most elaborate discussion among the mufassirs has evolved around the issue of
the substanc e (mõda) from which the jinn were created. Though the maærial is
named in the Quran in at least two instances, 15:27 and 55:15, the very wording in

the Quran opens up room

for different interpretations. So, what were the jinn

created from?

It has been established that humans (Adam) were created from clay, çal;ãl'
(15:26,55:14), or tín, (6:2\, while angels a¡e believed to have been created from
hght, núr. The jinn, in their tum, wefe creatod min nõri al'samúmi (15:2i7) and/or
min mãrij min nar (55:15). The tlree main words describing ttre maærial of which
the jinn are made, are nãr, fße, samúm,hot wind, and mârii, pure flame, or smokeless fire. Therefore, there is no confusion in Islamic exegesis regarding the distinct
origins of the three classes of creatures. But the precise definition of the maærial
from which the jinn were created, is a wide field of commentary and inte¡pretation'

Nãr al-samúm
In one instance (15:27),the material of which the jinn are made, is rendered as nãr
al-samúm, 'fire of the hot wind'. al-'faban is enthusiastic about reporting as many
interpretations of this term as he could find. One of the interpretations provided by
him is that samúmis 'hot wind which kills'. Another interpretation reads: 'flame of
the fire', tahab al-nõr. An expanded version provided by al-lfabari is lahab mín
ndr al-samúm, 'flame of the fi¡e of the hot wind'. al-fabari also reports that 'this
samûmis one part of 70 samúmfs), from which jãnn emerged', hadhihi al-samûm

juz' min saba'în juz'an min al-samúm allatî kharaia minhõ al-iãnn. He provides
folk sayings, where samúm is held to be night-wind, whereas þarur is day-wind.
However, he mentions that some Arabs consider samúm to be both night- and daywind. al-labari indirectly indicates that the root of samúm is the same ts samm,

'poison'.

For ltasan (on the authority of Abi¡ 'ubayda), nôr al'samúm is 'hot wind
(al-rîh al-þarra)which penetrates the pores due to its fîneness and the power of its
heat, and which is in the day-time as well as at night'. Hasan reports Abü Sãtih as
saying that samúm is smokeless ftre, nãr lõ duklúna lahõ, tnd this fire is located
between the heavens (al-samâ\ and the veù(hiiãb). Hasan also extends al-!aban-'s
report on the 70 parts oî samùm,adding that some hold (qtld) samûm to be the hellfre, nãr jahannama, Hasan also adds a value judgement when he reports that Ibn
'Abbãs said that nãr al-samûmis the worst (akhapÐ hot fire which kills.
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Other mufassirs either repeat the above opinions or are more brief. al-Zuhayli
is laconic but he also underlines that nõr al-samíim is smokeless fire of intense heat

which penetrates the pores and kills. al-Zuhayli, too, reports

û:u¡t

samûm has 70

parts, though this does not seem to be of any rclevance to the argument about the
natute of either samûmor nõr al-samäm.Ibn KathÏr is somewhat more interesting,

for he does not repeat all the previously mentioned interpretations but provides a
new one or at least one with a new angle: he injects a value judgement by reporting
on the authority of Ibn 'Abbãs that ndr al-sam¡ln is the flame of the fi¡e (lahab alndr) which is the best firc (ahsan al-ndr\.Ibn Kathir, on the authority of 'Am¡ ibn
Dinãr, also supplies an extraordinary varianu nãr al-samúm is the sun-fire (nõr alshams).

It can be

seen that commentators have quite varying opinions as to what nãr aI-

samlim, and samúm itself, is. Their differences are rarely radical if there a¡e any at
all, but at the same time none of them dissolves the ambiguity and allows polyvalent
meanings to flourish.

Mãrij min när
In the second instance (55:15),4 where the creation of the jinn is mentioned, their
material is presented as mdrij min nãr, roughly 'pure (or smokeless) flame of ttre
fire'. It is once again al-laban- who supplies an exhaustive variety of inærpretations,
one of them is that mãrij means 'the middle and best part of fire'. The other interpretation holds it to be 'the flame and the best part of the fire'. Yet another assumes
it to be 'the pure fire'. The more elaborate among the interpretations suggests tlnt
marij is'yellow and green flame which elevates tlre fire when it is ignited'. In one
of the ls¿ads, red is added to yellow and green colours. One interpretation is ttrat
mõrij is'red disrupted blaz¿' .It is amazing to find that many of the ¡s¿¿-ds to these
differing interpretations go back to one and the same person, Ibn 'Abbãs. al-fabari
also presents an overwhelming number of fraditions that hold mãríj to be simply
'the flame'.
Hasan, in addition to the interpretations provided by al-Jabari, presents some
new ones: one where mãrij is understood as the 'tongue of the fire which is on its
tip when it inflames'. Another is that mãrij is'the sent fire which does not cease'

(al-nãr al-mursila allatyi lã tamna').
al-Zuhayh, though brief, presents a somewhat confusing interpretation:'mãrì¡
is the rising blaze (shu'la) with intense bright light (?) (lahab), which has no flame

(lã lahaba), and is of mixed colours, yellow, red, green, and others, and (is) dis4

It is difficult to assess which verse was revealed ea¡lier. The two cited Engtish translations
disagree: in J. M. Rodwell's translation Sura 55 precedes Sura 15, both held to be Meccan,
whereas in'Abdullah Yusuf 'Ali's translation Sura 15 is Meccan and Sura 55 is Medinan,
making the latter the later one.
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turbed'. In other place he rephrases it: the material from which the jinn were created
is 'the radiant blaze with intense flame (lahab) which is mixed of red, yellow and
green (colours)'.
Commentators vary on mãrii mín nâr as much as they vary on nãr al'samúm.
The proliferation of inærpretations has not been stopped and flourishes up till the
present. However, from all these inærpretations a general definition of the material
from which the jinn were created, can be derived. Since in both 15:27 and 55:15
Ttre, nãr,is mentioned as a constituent from which the jinn were created, none of the
mufassirs contested the view that it is fi¡e, ordinary or special, or a paft of it (flame),

which is the substance of the jinn. Furthermore, it seems to be 'smokeless fire'.
However, something that none of the mufassirs dealt with in the present study
have done should be taken into consideration: in the Quran, it is the j-ann and not the
jinn who is created from the fire or flame. The English translations provided miss
the point by rendering j-ann as Jinns and djinn. The commentators, too, jump to the
conclusion that the jinn are created of the same material as the jãnn. If the jãnn is
taken to be the forefather of the race ofjinn, it could be logically deduced that since
the jãnn was created of fire (flame), the jinn arc too. Howevef, this syllogism does
not work with the human race - people afe created from a clot of congealed blood

('alaq) (96:2\, while Adam, their forefather, was created from clay (tîn) (15126).

This logical issue has not been addressed by the nulassirs.

THB RELATION OF THE JINN TO OTHER CREATURES
In the Quran, the jinn are paralleled to humans and sometimes to angels. The
mufassirs,too, compafe all thfee classes of creatures. First of all, they see a sharp
distinction, already made in the Quran, between the nature of all these three classes
- the material of which they are made is the decisive factor not only of their physical
state but of their mental state also. al-Zuhayli reports that the jinn are hot-natured,
while humans are cold-natured. The major differences between the classes notwithstanding, the thrce worlds are intertrvined: jinn (including devils) reside in the prox-

imity of humans, they interfere in human affairs.
Jinn a¡e reported by atmost all mufassirs to lead a life very similar to human
life: they perform all the physiological functions that humans do. Jinn eat and drink,
are born and die, have sexual intercourse. Socially, they too afe very similar to
humans: they marry and live in societies. They have free will and can reason. There
are believers among them as well as non-believers. Some of the commentatoß point
out that God's words in the Quran are addressed to both races, and that Muhammad
was sent as the Pfophet to both of them. Sura 72 is given as proof of this.

However, exegetes do not spend much time analyzing the relation between the
believing jinn (Muslim as well as other monottreists) and humans. It is the evil jinn
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and their forefather Iblis, satan, who interest tIrc mufassirs. since in the Quran
Sat¿n and his progeny are declared enemies of the human race (35:6, 36:60) (and all
of them are held to be from the jinn), the mufassirs elaborate on warnings against
following satan or devils, who by virtue of their evil natufe afe prone to lead
humans astray.

It is maintained in Islamic tradition that the jinn were creaæd before the human
race. It is literally taken by all mufassirs ftom l5:TT that min qablu,'before', refers
to the jãnn (and subsequently, the jinn) having been created before Adam (and thus,
the whole human race). The mufassírs,however, do not raise the question for what
purpose God created the jinn (iãnn) and why He later created the human race. In the
Quran, the creation of man is related to God's willingness to place His vice-regent
(khalîfa) on the Earth (2:30). This would suggest that the jinn were not intended to
be vice-regents of God on the Earth, but this also does not answer ttre question of
their purpose.

The differences between the angels and the jinn are taken for granted by the
commentators, and they do not follow up the relations between these two classes.
The Quran also does not allocate much space to the question of the jinn versus the
angels, save the issue of Iblis, who could be suspected to have been an angel
some sort, called jinn. The latter issue has been dealt with earlier in this paper.

of

CONCLUSIONS
Though none of the Quranic commentâtors studied fails to touch upon the issue of
the creation of the jinn, few of them go into any depth in their inærpretations. Most
of them merely enumerate the haditions and opinions related to the matte¡ not themselves even stating their own position. Their commentaries only partially answer the
questions related to the creation of the jinn. The substance of the jinn is the best explored side of the matter. T\e mufassirs also elaboraæ on the relations benveen tl¡e
jãnn and jinn, between Iblis and the jinn, between the jinn and devils, and between
the jann and lblîs. However, none of the exegetes attempts any comprehensive
analysis which would shed more light on the nature and character of the jinn. Crossreferences are also minimal and tend to be circular.
It is rather annzimgthatthe mufassirs do not even take advantage of the available prophetic fiaditions, not to speak of popular beliefs. Sayyid 'Abdullã]r Husayn
(1978), in his study al-Jinn al-'Ãlam al-Thãnî, employs a number of hadiths from
çaþlþ collætions, which widen the image of these creatures. Lane also presents
various hadiths as well as popular beliefs related to the ci¡pumstances of creation of
the jinn and their character.5 There is no doubt that all this maærial was available to
the mufassirs, yet they chose not to use it. Even such a sophisticaæd commentator

5

Lun"

1882. Lane's primary source is

Mir'at al-zamàn, for which

he does not provide a date.
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lip service to the whole matter of the jinn. The earliest among
the mufassìrs studied in this paper, al-Tabari, seems to have paid most attention to

as al-Rãzi paid mere

the issue.

Can it be, at least hypothetically, suggested that the mufassirs lost interest in
exploring the jinn due to the diminished concem of Muslim scholars about this class
of creatures? If in the early period of Quranic exegesis, the jinn were still a part of
fuU belief among the educated, they seem to have been gradually relegated to the
status of popular beliefs and only touched upon by Muslim scholars, te mufassirs,
so as to cover all the Quranic verses. Ttrc mufassirs are quick to equate the jinn with
the devils and move on to discussions about the enmity between ¡he two races
(human and jinn, the latter represented by the devils).

Or, as another hypothesis, are the commenüators so cautious as not to slip into
the unproven realm of dubious popular beliefs, which, though they abound, may
well discredit the whole commentâfy? Maybe, by not incorporating hadiths and
popular beliefs, lhe mufassirs chose to say less instead of promoting any possibly
false opinion.
Whatever the teasons, the Muslim exegetes surveyed did not investigate the
issue of the jinn in its complexity but rather addressed some of the sepafate questions related to it. Thus the reader does not gain I full picnue, not even by putting
together the interpretations of alt thfee vefses (15'27,18:50, and 55:15). On tlte
other hand, one should ask whether the genrc of tafsîr enjoins lhe mufassìr fully to
research particular issues or whether it merely requires him to go over the verse and
elaborate a little certain, probably more complicated, ideas and terms contained in it.
The answer seems to lie within the latfer part of the question. Therefore, no matter
how unfortunate it is to discover that the mufassirs do not answer all possible questions related to the issue of the jinn, credit should be given to what they have to say.
In any case, the place of ttre jinn in Islamic cosmology is of particular interest
from the comparative penpective. The absence ofjinn and Satan being portrayed as
a fallen angel rather than as a rebellious iinni in Judaeo-Christian cosmology sug-

jinn, extremely engaging
and exotic in itself, is a major rift berween the earlier Jewish and the later ArabMuslim tradition, and a vast field for comparative studies of religions.

gests either discontinuity or insertion. So, the topic

of

tlre
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